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This half term we will be encouraging the children to 

speak about their past experiences and future plans.  

We would like children to practise using past, present 

and future forms of speech along with speaking in full 

sentences. 

 

 

 

This half term we are revisiting 2D and 3D shapes 

along with ordering items by length and height.  We 

will continue to practise our number skills everyday 

including recognising, ordering and writing numbers 

to 20 along with continuing to develop our 

understanding of simple addition and subtraction.  

 

                
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2D, 3D, shape, properties, corner, faces, sides, edge, 

number, numeral, more, less, count, add, altogether, 

equals 

 

 Please help children to develop their knowledge 
of number to 20 by counting objects or actions 
and recording numerals whilst playing.   
 

  Encourage children to recognise D and 3D shapes 
around the home. Ask key questions such as ‘How 
many corners does the shape have?   
 

 

 

This half term to link with our ‘Explorers’ topic we 
will be comparing our local environment with the 
Amazon Rainforest.  We will be learning about the 
different animals that live in the rainforest and what 
we would need to pack in order to survive in the 
Rainforest. 

 

We will continue to explore our outdoor 
environment, discussing changes we can see as the 
season changes from Spring into Summer.  

 

 

 

 

 

Explore, Jungle, Rainforest, animals, habitat, 

lifecycle, plants, weather, changes, Spring, Summer 

 

 Please encourage children to speak about the 

changes they have noticed happening within 

their local environment  

 

 

 

 

 

 Please support your child to speak in full 

sentences 

 Please encourage children to write sentences 

linked to their experiences.  

 

Sentence, full stop, capital letter, finger space, past, 

present, future 

 

This half term we are focusing on securing our 

knowledge of how to write a sentence. We will focus 

on saying the sentence we want to record before 

remembering to start with a capital letter, end with a 

full stop and leave finger spaces between words.                           
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This half term children will continue to develop their 

fine motor skills to support their handwriting 

development.  We will be supporting children to use 

the correct tripod pencil grip as well as teaching the 

correct letter formation.  In PE, the children will enjoy 

athletics activities including sprinting, throwing and 

jumping.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Please ensure your child has suncream applied 
before coming to school. Thank you.  

 

 This half term we will be encouraging the children to 

play co-operatively, taking turns and listening to their 

friends and peers.  We will be supporting children to 

grow in confidence when trying new activities and 

enjoy new experiences.  Children will have the 

opportunity to develop their confidence when 

speaking in a familiar group through a range of small 

group activities which link to our topic on Explorers.    

 
 

 

Friendship, turn taking, co-operative, confidence, 

opinion, listening like, dislike,  

 

 Please encourage children to speak about 

activities they enjoy and do not enjoy.  

 

 Please support children to demonstrate co-

operative skills such as turn taking and listening 

to others while speaking.  

 

 

This half term our topic is ‘Explorers.’ We will be using 

maps and atlases to locate the Amazon Rainforest and 

the United Kingdom. We will be learning about the 

different forms of transport you could use to travel the 

Rainforest as well as thinking about what we would 

need to pack in our bag to survive whilst exploring the 

Rainforest.   

 

                                                                                                      
We will be developing our artistic skills by using a range 
of media to create artwork of different Rainforest 
animals.  

              
 

 

Atlas, map, United Kingdom, country, sea, ocean, 

Rainforest, travel, aeroplane, boat, ship, animals, 

sketch, paint, draw  

 

 Please encourage children to speak about the 

facts they have learnt during this topic 

 Use Google Maps to locate the United Kingdom 

and the Amazon Rainforest  

 

 

Pencil, hold, grip, letter formation, control, run, sprint, 
fast, slow, jump, high, long 

 

 Please support children to use the correct pencil 
grip when writing.  

 
 Amazon Rainforest 

 Monkey Puzzle  

 The dinosaur that popped a planet 

 Look inside Space  
 

 


